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We all know Paris through countless images and films, through 
its famous monuments and boulevards, through the plethora of 
literature, news items and maps we have encountered. Or at 
least we think we do. Occupying Paris for five weeks, however, 
grants us the opportunity to go well beyond those images Walter 
Benjamin described as de-authenticized through photography 
(mechanical reproduction), those images that Guy Debord 
described as spectacle. Living in Paris gives to the limited 
encounter of the tourist, the depth of the quotidian, the 
groundwork for a fundamental understanding of the spatial 
practices of Paris upon which the culture of this very old modern 
city is based. 

Cartier-Bresson, Boulevard-Diderot 
 

This summer we will follow the modes of alternative description given by a French essayist George 
Perec, whose contribution to alternative descriptions of place and space has inspired many writers, 
artists and musicians. We will be focusing specifically on one of his most famous texts, Species of 
Space, beginning with a thorough reading of the text, followed by written, filmic, and digital 
elaborations. In his text, Perec presents the possibilities for a deliberately objective description of 
chosen spaces—minutely recording the physical things and events which constitute the character of 
a space, and gradually telescoping up in scale from intimately personal settings (a bed) to the 
largest of urban domains (the street, the town, the country, the world). What emerges from Perec’s 
work, which can be regarded as an experiment in notation as well as observation, is the idea that 
exacting empirical observation can provide the basis from which many connotations can emanate--
into historical, aesthetic and political dimensions. 
 
Following the violent events in Paris of the past year in January 2015 (Charlie Hebdo) and then 
those of November 13, we will focus on the problematized public space of the Parisian sidewalk. 
Emerging as emblem of the rights of citizens to inhabit the city without intimidation, this 
conceptualization emanates from previous writings of a very different era—Lefebvre, de Certeau--in 
which the most of leisurely of activities: a casual dinner, a meeting with friends, a simple walk, are 
constituted as a “right”, an “anthropological need,” to play, for adults as well as children. Held up as 
the primary constituents in the city’s morphology of events, under this reading of the city, the 
habitual practices and routine activities exceed in importance institutionalized and officially 
celebratory events and/or monuments. The most fundamental of these quotidian spaces of Paris is 
the sidewalk—the terrasse, the troittoir. Here one observes the rhythms of the city which 
characterize its everyday transience, one experiences episodes of time that mark the daily ebb and 
flow of the work and leisure of its inhabitants, one becomes grounded in the habits of the city in a 
particular spatial terrain which is both fixed and mobile. While this has never been a benign space, 
as the “Je Suis en Terrasse” movement has emphasized, in a Paris now under a vague cloud of 
threat, this is also now a space in which latent intersubjectivities between inhabitants and the space 
of the city are manifested. 
 



 

 

  
        Ray Metzker, Beyond Obvious + Comings and Goings, 1965                          

 
 
Perec’s modalities of empirical observation, in resisting easy conclusions, will allow us to 
reconstitute political realities of the city through a peculiar accuracy and non-judgmental framing. 
What will we expect to see and observe? Most likely nothing, and in this nothingness, everything. 
We will certainly see people, how they interact with the some of the most familiar elements of their 
daily lives. Most important in this exercise, is the interaction of their body(ies), in space: Bodies 
which talk, and joke and fight with each other, bodies which walk around tables and chairs, bodies 
which run and skip and bump into each other, bodies which eat and drink, bodies which are 
attracted and repelled to each other. Lefebvre notes, “The body’s inventiveness needs no 
demonstration, for the body itself reveals it, and deploys it in space. Rhythms in all their multiplicity 
interpenetrate one another…Through the mediation of rhythms (in all three sense of ‘meditation’: 
means, medium, intermediary), an animated space comes into being which is an extension of the 
space of bodies.”1 In the first mode of observation, the interaction between bodies and everything 
else around them should sustain your interest in an excruciatingly exact way, though what these 
interactions will be found to reveal has yet to be determined: this is our space of conjecture. 
 
 
Project Schedule 
 
Phase 1, 23 May: Before you arrive in Paris, read the project texts: Perec’s Species of Space, and 
Lefebvre’s “Dressage” and “IX/X Spatial Architectonics.” You will be required to turn in one 
“discursive question”  for each on the first day we meet. 
 
Phase 2, 23 May-7June: Divide yourselves into teams of 4. Choose a sidewalk space in the city 
which, for whatever reason, presents a conflict in its spatial definition, its “territory,” and the everyday 
activities which it is meant to accommodate:  Is it a politically charged area which suggests an 
inherent conflict due to demographics, recent or past histories? Is the space contested because of 
size, or flow of traffic, nature of the space itself? The conflict is yours to note and make an argument 
for. It does not have to be overtly politically charged, only a space in which presents a tension, of 
any kind, in the way the sidewalk is occupied. Spend at least one afternoon in that space, observing 
the way bodies relate to each other, to the space of the sidewalk, and specific physical features. You 
may choose to focus on any length of time which describes for you an “event,” comprising either 
something specific which happened or something general which holds your interests in terms of 
repetition or rhythm of occurrence. 
 
Phase 3, 7 June: Present a one-page (A3, horizontal) text which describes your observations of the 
public sidewalk, event by event, time element by time element, in as factual a way as possible. The 

                                                
1 Lefebvre, Henri. The Production of Space. (Blackwell, 1991) pp.205-7 



 

 

format of the text should play with Perec’s notions of graphic order as they relate to the description 
of the space (SS, p7-11).  Limits: (1) One font style, which you deem as ordinary, non-stylized, to 
everyday reading: Courier, Helvetica, Arial, e.g. (2) Manipulation by means of standard tools: caps, 
italics, underlining, character, line, and paragraph spacing. Concentrate on the space of the A3 
page, the text as it describes the “event” of the sidewalk, and the placement of that text as it relates 
to the event and the nature of your observations. 
 
Phase 4, 13 June: Present an edited and manipulated 3-minute video of the space, hyperbolizing in 
available filmic techniques the graphic ideas of the text (the space), and projecting them through an 
equivalent filmic space and time. The video is to have an accompanying soundtrack, but the 
soundtrack must come from recordings taken in the space. (No music please.) Manipulation should 
be limited by techniques of layering, cutting, splicing, and basic Photoshop image tools of 
brightness/contrast, noise, sharpen. Do not alter the frame with overlaid compositional tools. 
 
Phase 5, June 13-17: Visualization Workshop 
You will be led into the visualization workshop that will work with your video footage and audio 
soundtrack by Andrew Lucia, beginning with his lecture on June 13, followed by a 3-day charrette. 
This charrette will be an amplification of the natural rhythms of your chosen urban spaces, both 
sonically and visually, allowing you to develop a collaborative audio-visual project that investigates 
creative applications of technology within the sonic and visual arts. This project focuses on the 
consequences of formal processes and their subsequent generation of affect. 
 
The workshop will begin with a survey of formal techniques utilized in particular 20th century musical 
compositions and their role in the production of specific aural effects. Specifically, we will examine 
compositional methodologies employed in the works of Morton Feldman, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, 
and Alvin Lucier amongst others. These composers worked through various formal methods 
involving the uses of pattern translation, phasing and repetition in the pursuit of amplifying or 
diminishing particular patterns that were pre-existent in the sound sources they drew upon. Drawing 
from these precedents, you will be asked to apply similar formal techniques to both your audio and 
visual data while allowing natural patterns to constructively or de-constructively emerge, ultimately 
generating an entirely new aural/visual field. 
 
Phase 6: Presentation and discussion of visualization projects, on June 17 at a special event at the 
FRAC (Fonds Régional d'Art Contemporain), Orléans. 
 
 
Project Texts 
Georges Perec. Species of Space. Trans. by George Sturrock (Penguin Books, 1974)  
Henri Lefebvre. “Dessage,” Chp. 4, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life. (Bloomsbury, 
2004), pp.47-53 
Henri Lefebvre. IX+X “Spatial Archtitectonics,” The Production of Space, trans. By D Nicholson-
Smith ( Blackwell, 1991 ), pp.203-6 
 
Relevant websites: 
https://charliehebdo.fr/en/ 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-30708237 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/17/paris-rally-cafes-bars-memory-victims-defiance-isis-
terror-attacks 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/17/paris-rally-cafes-bars-memory-victims-defiance-isis-
terror-attacks 
 
Steve Reich’s It’s Gonna Rain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vugqRAX7xQE 
 http://www.npr.org/sections/deceptivecadence/2015/01/27/381575433/fifty-years-of-steve-reichs-its-
gonna-rain 
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